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chief unifying force amongst the parties seeking to make it
more democratic was common hostility to the 'enemies of the
Republic5. The series of flukes and hazards by which the Third
Republic was established left a large minority opposed to its
very existence and survival. The energy spent in resisting this
minority in Church, Army and administration meant postpone-
ment of more vital questions about what the Republic should
do and what sort of society it should seek to create. This
cramped the early development of the Republic, for the only
programme on which parties could unite was the minimum
programme of opposition to the minority which opposed the
whole regime: a policy of 'anti-monarchism', 'anti-clerical-
ism', 'anti-militarism5. The Great War produced a temporary
unity and reconciliation, but still further postponed the settle-
ment of modern issues.1
The second generation of the Republic, between 1905 and
1940, was therefore haunted by a great time-lag and by power-
' ful forces acting as a drag on smooth and timely adjustment of
the Constitution, law, government and administration to meet
modern and ever-changing conditions. Habits acquired during
the previous generation died hard3 old divisions formed on
out-of-date issues survived. Now it was the parties of the Right
which were united only in common opposition to the forces of
1 The position can perhaps be understood by imagining a United
Kingdom in which a Mosleyite Fascist movement attacking par-
liament were so great a danger that elections had to be fought by
all the other parties as 'democratic* parties united only on the issue
of anti-Fascism. In spite of having run the elections as a bloc they
would, in power, have the most diverse views on what to do with
their electoral victory and would shade off from Right to Left some-
what like the French. Whenever a domestic issue arose on which they
were divided, they would be strongly tempted to shuffle and re-group
within parliament rather than risk their wider (though negative)
unity being impaired, or the parliamentary system running into a
deadlock which would be grist to the Mosley mills. Such a situation
has not arisen in Great Britain mainly because the vast majority
accept the parliamentary system: and the whole nature of a demo-
cratic regime is conditioned by whether or not there is such general
agreement about the fundamentals of the regime itself.

